REP
An "all-in-one" Package That Saves You Money.
The RISARC team has bundled some of its most dynamic products and services into
a great Revenue Enhancement Package. And we deliver it all with our signature
RISARC 360˚ Service.

Features of the Revenue Enhancement Package
Eligibility Services

Start saving money.
Decrease overhead.
Accelerate cash flow.
Contact RISARC
today for your
Revenue
Enhancement
Package.

Convert your self-pay patients quickly. RISARC consultants will be there for you—providing
RISARC 360˚Service—from eligibility to billing and payment.
On-site bedside screening and application—plus we complete your charity applications too!
Fair Hearing representation
Nurses to complete your TARS
Electronic billing and electronic submission of attachments
TAR appeal on TAR denied days
A fully automated workflow system to ensure cases are liquidated efficiently
Our Eligibility Services will improve your overhead so you don't have to pay for:
Nurses time to complete TAR
FTEs to bill and follow up
Per-transaction costs to submit a claim
Mail room costs to mail out claims with attachments
Multiple vendor fees

E-community uninsured outreach
Seamless transitions and communications between healthcare providers and patients
Improve and monitor accuracy rate
Reduce the number of uninsured receiving care in the emergency room
Accelerate cash flow
Availability of patient medical history when patient arrives for service in ER
Reduce unessary MD orders for tests in ER that were recently performed at other locations
Central community delivery network to improve coordination of care for at risk population
Reducing avoidable re-admissions
Enable safe management of chronic medical conditions among underserved communities

Insurance billing and appeal
Government insurance (Medi-cal, CCS, Medicare)
Commercial and managed care insurance

Retroactive TAR
Completion of TAR by nurses
Submission
Adjudication follow-up
Appeal TAR denied days

www.risarc.com
Liens
Third-party liability
Worker’s compensation

Denial analysis
Billing denial analysis
Clinical documentation analysis

Clinical documentation improvement
In-service based on provider specific documentation and trend

Admission Error Tracking System (AETS)
A “real-time” tracking solution that saves you time, money, and hassle by improving registration quality.
Track and identify registration errors -- before you bill
Improve and monitor accuracy rate
Lower A/R days and increase cash flow
Reduce cost of re-work

RMSe-bubble
Save time and reduce overhead. RMSe-bubble is an innovative system that will deliver your claims and attachments to ACS
electronically in a HIPAA-compliant environment.
Reduces overhead costs
Saves mailroom costs, such as postage, certified return receipts and FTE time to mail
Reduces HIPAA risks with no more exposures due to torn or lost mail

A/R analysis
Let RISARC’s experts perform a free analysis of your receivables
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